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Check this out
• My neighbor plays hockey.
• Right behind that fence there,
every winter he builds an entire
frame up against the fence as one
side of a man made backyard skating
rink.
• He’s teaching his kid how to skate.
• Now imagine no fence.

No fence

It would be wild if we could
turn our pools into mini
skating rinks or skateboard
parks in the summer.
This is what I’m up against.

Why. Security.
• My neighbour and I.
We’re definitely going to replace the
fence. It sucks.
• So we know we’re tearing it down
and we’re going to design and build
with an open space
• then design how we want to fence and
gate the space.

• An example of a natural place for a
gate opening (opportunity) is in place
of the portion of the fence on the
right, that’s the corridor for irrigation
that runs water to a main drain.

• So keeping it open, makes sense. I
can see a gate opening between
backyards that can let people zoom
right through. On skateboards and
scooters.
• Just imagine the sense of security
for people who live alone. A
constant patrol. Just wooshing by.

How

That’s what stands between my neighbor and I.
We have a grading problem, grass isn’t growing.
That’s not grass, that’s moss. And weeds.

We need to get rid of what’s there. Dig, plug in cement and
maintain the irrigation. It’s the only way to clean up the
grading problem while keeping in line with by laws.
Take note. Grass won’t grow here in the backyard because the
city made huge mistakes with the grading.
I’m paying for it, I know.
Our homes, are literally sinking into the ground.
That’s how wet, all the time.
Nothing is growing but weed and moss.

What
Given that I need to fix the grading,
that’s on me now.
• I might want to inform the city of
my situation and ask for guidance.
• I’m also thinking about energizing
my basement space which walks
out into the backyard.
• And my neighbor is ok with us
doing something like this to the
backyard space, in place of the
mess we have today.

The Mess
We’re all in this mess together, the city can help.
I don’t want this to happen over at my other home.
It’s a mess to deal with. And we need staff guidance on how to
avoid this.
The proposed ‘Royal Chapin Gardens’ neighborhood is a perfect
candidate to try new things.
Work with the developer to make sure citizens don’t run up the
same problem I’m dealing with in my neighborhood.

What again? The basement.
As a smart lab.
All I need, is a 3D printer fitted
in there, like a stacked washer
and dryer. I can then pretty
much print everything else.
Materials, design and print.
That’s all I need.
And, my point of origin.

Open for business to the backyard. Send me your design, and I’ll print it for you.
Swing by the backyard on your skateboard or scooter for access to your product. Pay
me in Libra tokens, I’ll give you a cookie as a receipt.
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